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QuikWave repeaters offer superior sound
quality by playing back MP3/WAV files in
their native format without any conversion
or transcoding. All MP3 models conform to 
the ISO 11172-3 standard and support 
CBR/VBR up to 320 kbps. 

‧Audio synchronized show control
‧Talking exhibits, kiosks, and displays
‧Verbal feedbacks for industrial machineries
‧Spoken instructions for vending machines
‧PA announcements at airports, theme parks, etc.
‧Music and sound effects for amusement equipment 

Instead of providing a fixed amount of
internal memory, most QuikWave repeaters
are designed to play from a removable flash
card. This not only allows the unit to be
expanded in the future, but also makes it
easy to change the audio programs in the
field by swapping out the card. 

Flash cards used in the repeaters are
standard SD or CF cards readily available in
a number of capacities. Hundreds of sound
files totaling hours of audio can usually be
stored on a single card. 

Powered by a single-voltage supply, QuikWave 
repeaters are totally self-contained. Some 
models can be remotely controlled via a serial 
link. Others can be triggered with push 
buttons,relay closures, motion sensors, PLCs 
and etc. 

In order to meet the special needs of 
different applications, most QuikWave 
repeaters can be configured for different 
modes of operation with a simple text file 
put on the flash card.

Some models offer internal relays for
controlling external devices such as lights,
motors and etc. With the Audio-n-Action
technology, these actions can be 
orchestrated in perfect synchronization
with the audio. 

Applications

ISO 9001:2000 Registered

Audio Reproduction Solutions

Monaural AM Radio Quality (8-bit) Players

Model Number Trigger Inputs Relay Outputs Serial Port Memory Type Output Power

EM18A
8 0 RS-232 SD / SDHC 15W Mono

Low cost but rich in features - a great bargain!

EM2220A
20 0 None SD / SDHC 10W Mono

Superior sound quality with 4X upsampling technology.

Stereo CD Quality (16-bit) MP3 Players

Model Number Trigger Inputs Relay Outputs Serial Port Memory Type Output Power

EM21C
1 0 None SD / SDHC 6W x 2 Stereo

Low cost yet very versatile. Best value for a stereo CD quality player!

EM34A
EM34AR
EM34AX

4 0 or 4 None SD / SDHC 15W x 2 or 55W Mono

EM34A : No relay output.
EM34AR : 4 relay outputs for Basic Audio-n-Action control.
EM34AX : 4 relay outputs for Advanced Audio-n-Action control.

EM38A
EM38AR
EM38AX 

8 0 or 8 RS-232 / 485 SD / SDHC 15W x 2 or 55W Mono

EM38A : No relay output. Most popular model.
EM38AR : 8 relay outputs for Basic Audio-n-Action control.
EM38AX : 8 relay outputs for Advanced Audio-n-Action control.

EM212A
12 0 None SD / SDHC 6W x 2 Stereo

Low cost yet very versatile. Similar to the EM21C but with 12 trigger inputs.

8-Channel CD Quality (16-bit) MP3 Player

Model Number Trigger Inputs Relay Outputs Serial Port Memory Type Output Power

EM48A
8 0 None CF Line Out

Plays 4 stereo MP3 files (pre-combined) synchronously

19” Rack Mount Stereo CD Quality (16-bit) WAV/MP3 Players

Model Number Trigger Inputs Relay Outputs Serial Port Memory Type Output Power

RM31A

1-12 1-12 RS-485 CF Line Out

A 19” rack mount system with up to 12 plug-in sound modules operating independently. The
system supplies all modules with a master clock to keep them in perfect synchronization during
the entire playback no matter how long it is

QuikWaveTM repeaters are a full line of digital audio players designed to 
provide reliable and consistent audio output for various applications including 
voice messages, music loops, special sound effects and etc. 

Much like a CD player playing sound tracks from a CD, a QuikWave repeater 
plays sound files from a memory chip/card but with no moving parts to wear 
and tear. A full line of products are offered to meet your particular 
requirements.


